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When you dream of some one only — Who's
When you've loved and lost the some one — Whose

all in all to you, — And you're feeling sad and
dreams made life so sweet, — And it seems as if no

lonely, And you don't know what to do. — If your
joys remain For a life left incomplete, — Do not
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soul is filled with sorrow, Still you must not
think the future empty, Or that your
feel so blue: Perhaps the one you're
love is through: Perhaps the one you're

dreaming of Is dreaming of you, too.
thinking of Is thinking of you, too.

REFRAIN

When some one dreams in dream-land The dream you're dreaming,
too, And some one seems in seem-land To be wait-ing
just for you. Then sor-row's clouds will van-ish From
skies of heav-en's blue, When some one dreams in dream-land

The dream you're dream-ing, too. When too.
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